S I X T E L LTA L E S I G N S

Your Hotel Group Needs
a Digital Experience
Management System

In today’s complex, omni-channel world with increasing overlap in
e-commerce, social media, globalization, marketing automation, CRM
and more, traditional Content Management Systems (CMS) just don’t
stack up. Today’s hotel digital marketers need solutions with functionality
that goes beyond a CMS’ ability to manage and publish webpages. They
need a Digital Experience Management (DEM) system that seamlessly
integrates with their entire marketing technology stack to deliver
personalized, omni-channel digital experiences to guests.

READ THIS BOOK TO LEARN:
Why the time to invest in DEM is now
How a DEM helps you maximize your content
investment
How your DEM ties your entire marketing
technology stack together

SO,

How do you know if you need a Digital
Experience Manager?
Here are six telltale signs.

1

CONTENT MANAGEMENT

Your current CMS is unable
to manage content across all
digital applications
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The CMS you’re currently using was no doubt effective
when your marketing consisted of a simple website that
you updated occasionally with new pages, images and text.
Now, you have many channels on which to manage your
content, from the website to mobile apps to landing pages,
social media, email and more. A web CMS just isn’t designed
to seamlessly manage content across all of these digital
applications.
Unlike a CMS, a DEM gives marketers the ability to create
content once and publish it many times on many digital
channels. For example, you can create a single hotel special
offer and publish it to your brand website, your mobile app,
and a landing page, all from a single DEM system. This
one-to-many functionality brings significant efficiency and
accuracy to managing content experiences by reducing
manual processes and multiple disparate systems.

2

C O N T E N T C R E AT I O N

You find publishing
content difficult and time
consuming
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CONTENT PUBLISHING
S H O U L D N ’ T B E D I F F I C U LT.
Without the right technology which
has an intuitive User Interface (UI),

Here are some examples:

simple content publishing processes

Rather than spending time manually

When content management,

like selecting and uploading images

cropping and scaling images for

processing and publishing is done

to accompany text, previewing your

multiple digital channels, content

using a single platform, there’s

content on different channels, or kicking

managers can easily generate

brand consistency throughout the

off a workflow can be unnecessarily

multiple variations of a single image

consumer journey.

difficult and time consuming.

in seconds.

A DEM with a modern, flexible UI brings
speed and ease to content publishing
by enabling content managers to
streamline content processes.

Enabling content managers at

Centralizing content processing

regional offices to publish content

and publishing in one system

created at the corporate level to

reduces time spent locating,

their landing pages and applications

sourcing or creating new content

and vice versa maximized content

unnecessarily.

investments.

3

MARKETING

Your current CMS isn’t connected
to other solutions in your marketing
tech stack
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In additional to a website CMS, your hotel

By moving from a CMS to a DEM, you can continue

group’s tech stack continues to grow with

to publish webpages and content (everything you

marketing technology solutions to support

would do in your CMS) with the added benefit

the increasingly complex travel consumer

creating seamless connections to other systems

journey. Many of the hotel groups we speak

in your tech stack through robust APIs. These

with have (at minimum) a CMS, a CRM, a CRS,

connections give you the ability to pull structured

and a marketing automation system. That’s four

data into and across your consumer facing

different systems right there, all of which
have content and data within them.

applications. For example, when a hotel group
integrates their CRS for rates, availability and
inventory with their DEM, they’re able to enhance
the shopping experience and improve conversion
rates using content experiences based on
inventory (ARI) data.

4

P E R S O N A L I Z AT I O N

You’re not delivering personalized,
data-driven experiences across the
digital journey
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The digital experience has become inseparable from

personalize digital journeys based on guest profile, website

the customer journey. Travel consumers are jumping

acquisition and visit, and historical transaction and stay data.

between channels, both on- and offline, and are engaging
with brands through multiple means. Are you offering
personalized, memorable omnichannel experiences
throughout the guest journey — from trip planning and
research to booking throughout stay and after check out?

A DEM helps you deliver consistent, contextual, personalized
experiences tailored by specific segment criteria such as
location or other demographics, or through past visitor
behavior based on their profile. You can deliver relevant local
information in real-time, engage with them on the channels

You likely have extremely valuable customer data housed

on which they’re most active, and offer specific promotions

in each system in your tech stack, particularly your CRM.

based on their buying history.

But when systems are not integrated, you’re unable to
fully leverage it to create personalized and contextual
experiences across the digital journey. You want a DEM
that will integrate with other systems that store data in
order to move structured data into your DEM, across
applications on the DEM, and out of the DEM. When
you integrate a DEM with your other systems, you can

5

F E AT U R E S

Your CMS vendor isn’t keeping up
with the features and functionality
you need to deliver great digital
experiences

13

#DigitalExperience

TECHNOLOGY CONTINUES TO
E V O LV E AT A R A P I D P A C E .
Connected travelers are already
engaging with hotels and brands on
an increasing number of channels and
technologies that extend beyond the
capabilities of a traditional CMS.

Here are some questions to ask when evaluating whether or not
your current CMS will be able to scale with your organization:
Can it host a growing number

Can it be easily integrated with

of webpages without sacrificing

other systems to provide more

performance?

personalized digital experiences?

Does it support the management

Does it have the features and

of multiple digital applications in

functionality you need to continue

multiple languages?

to meet evolving travel consumer

Will it enable you to efficiently
manage digital experiences for an
increasing number of hotels?

expectations?

6

FLEXIBILITY

Your current CMS isn’t flexible
or scalable enough to evolve with
your business
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New technologies are shaping the future
of travel and the hospitality industry has
already started embracing AI, IoT and
Voice Technology. In five years, your
business will be significantly different
than it is today. Will your CMS meet your
needs as you grow?
A modern DEM is designed with future
needs in mind. While no one can say
exactly where your customers are
going to be, investing in technology
that is flexible and scalable and with an
extensive API ecosystem, allows you
to future-proof your investment and be
ready for what comes next.

!

BONUS

Why a Digital Experience
Management System designed for
the unique needs of hotel digital
marketers is your best option.
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Most modern DEM systems are what is referred to as

on industry standards and best practices. Additionally,

Development Platforms. In other words, you build on

it boasts pre-built integrations to the industry’s most

top of them. Although this gives you a blank canvas

popular technology solutions for CRM, CRS vendors.

to build anything you want you also need appropriate

The combination of enterprise capability and a Solutions

development resources and budget to build and maintain

Platform focus means you can get to market faster with

these bespoke applications. A DEM that is a Solutions

fewer resources in your quest to deliver great digital

Platform comes with pre-built applications that can be

experiences.

customized to your needs. Live Enterprise is a modern
DEM that comes with pre-built applications designed for
the hotel digital marketer – Offers, Rooms, Events, Menus
(get the list) Management Modules are pre-built based
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Live Enterprise
Achiga Live Enterprise is a modern DEM that comes with
pre-built applications for local promotions, food and spa
services, meetings rooms and more, all designed based
on industry standards and best practices specifically for
hotel digital marketers. With pre-built integrations with the
industry’s most popular technology solutions for CRM, CRS
vendors, hotel groups can deliver great data-driven digital
experiences that drive revenue.

Learn more about Digital
Experience Management and
download our Definitive Guide.

To book a demonstration to
learn more about Achiga’s Live
Enterprise, please contact us.
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